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The ‘smartphone era’ is coming to an end. Not because people 
will stop using smartphones, or the shipments will cease to grow, 
but because they will no longer be the massive propeller of 
growth and profits which they have been for the past eight years 
or so. The PC era ended when that stopped being the single most 
important form factor driving the client-side technology ecosys-
tem, even though the segment continued to grow.  
 
Now the high end handset, which turned Apple into the most 
valuable company in the world and injected new life into Sam-
sung and many others, is no longer the star of those firms’ finan-
cial results. The current round of quarterly reports starkly high-
lights that devices are often a drag on growth and profits, as seen 
at Apple, Microsoft and others. To sustain the levels of recent 
years, smartphone success stories need to adapt quickly to new 
products.  
 
Those products will be more diverse than in the PC-to-
smartphone transition, and so the winners may be less dominant 
– some may flourish in wearables, some in post-PC devices, some 
in industrial internet of things (IoT). Some will turn away from 
devices entirely and focus on cloud apps or enterprise services 
for growth – Google and (probably) Microsoft, after ill-advised 
flirtations with hardware; but even Apple’s balance will tip more 
towards services and the cloud, especially in the light of its tie-up 
with IBM, which will drive iDevice sales, but is heavily dependent 
on apps. 
 
The components and delivery chains for the new device types, 
from cloudbooks to smart thermostats, will not be uniform, al-
lowing for fragmentation and differentiation. However, for the 
giants of the smartphone era to sustain growth, they will need to 
command a wide range of the new generation product. Google is 
looking to do that through a unifying software platform but oth-
ers are stuck with the hardware side. Those concentrated on 
hardware and silicon also have to fight off firms like Intel and 
Dell, which lost out in the transition to the mobile phone, but are 
gearing up to retake their position in the new markets. 
 

Key Issues 
The smartphone era is ending as the growth engine runs out of steam 
 Microsoft backpedalling as Nokia hits its results, even  iPhone disappoints 
 Chip and handset makers need new markets as smartphone sector saturates 
 Cloud, enterprise and services will be stronger driver for mobile platforms now 
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